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Apple TV*
3rd Party

* Requires Apple TV (4th generation)
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Set AVAudioSession route sharing policy

```swift
let audioSession = AVAudioSession.sharedInstance()
try audioSession.setCategory(AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayback,
    mode: AVAudioSessionModeDefault,
    routeSharingPolicy: .longForm)
```
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• AVRoutePickerView
• AVRouteDetector
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Handle remote media commands
- **MPRemoteCommandCenter**

Display current track info
- **MPNowPlayingInfoCenter**
AirPlay 2 Playback APIs
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Large audio buffering capacity on speakers

Faster-than-real-time streaming to speakers

Benefits

• Adds robustness

• More responsive playback
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Your app has additional responsibilities

• Sourcing and parsing the content
• Providing raw audio buffers for rendering
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AirPlay 2 with enhanced buffering
Advanced Playback Scenarios
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// Seek - AVSampleBufferAudioRenderer

func seek(toMediaTime mediaTime: CMTime) {

    renderSynchronizer.setRate(0.0, time: kCMTimeZero)
    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    audioRenderer.flush()

    myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(mediaTime)

    audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) {
        // ...
    }

    renderSynchronizer.setRate(1.0, time: mediaTime)
}
func seek(toMediaTime mediaTime: CMTime) {
    renderSynchronizer.setRate(0.0, time: kCMTimeZero)
    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    audioRenderer.flush()

    myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(mediaTime)

    audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) {
        // ...
    }

    renderSynchronizer.setRate(1.0, time: mediaTime)
}
/* Seek - AVSampleBufferAudioRenderer */

```swift
func seek(toMediaTime mediaTime: CMTTime) {
    renderSynchronizer.setRate(0.0, time: kCMTimeZero)
    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    audioRenderer.flush()

    myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(mediaTime)

    audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) {
        // ...
    }

    renderSynchronizer.setRate(1.0, time: mediaTime)
}
```
// Seek - AVSampleBufferAudioRenderer

func seek(toMediaTime mediaTime: CMTime) {
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    }
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}
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func seek(toMediaTime mediaTime: CMTime) {
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// Seek - AVSampleBufferAudioRenderer

func seek(toMediaTime mediaTime: CMTime) {

    renderSynchronizer.setRate(0.0, time: kCMTimeZero)
    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    audioRenderer.flush()

    myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(mediaTime)

    audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) {
        // ...
    }

    renderSynchronizer.setRate(1.0, time: mediaTime)
}
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1. Stop enqueueing audio data

2. `flush(fromSourceTime:)`

3. Wait for the callback
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Flush may fail!

- Source time is too close to playhead

Wait for the callback!
func performFlush(fromSourceTime sourceTime: CMTime) {

    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    // App-specific logic to ensure no more media data is enqueued

    audioRenderer.flush(fromSourceTime: sourceTime) { (flushSucceeded) in
        if flushSucceeded {
            self.myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(sourceTime)
            audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) { /*...*/ }
        }
        else {
            // Flush and interrupt playback
        }
    }
}
func performFlush(fromSourceTime sourceTime: CMTime) {

    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    // App-specific logic to ensure no more media data is enqueued

    audioRenderer.flush(fromSourceTime: sourceTime) { (flushSucceeded) in
        if flushSucceeded {
            self.myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(sourceTime)
            audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) { /*...*/ }
        }
        else {
            // Flush and interrupt playback
        }
    }
}
// FlushFromSourceTime - AVSampleBufferAudioRenderer

func performFlush(fromSourceTime sourceTime: CMTime) {

    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    // App-specific logic to ensure no more media data is enqueued

    audioRenderer.flush(fromSourceTime: sourceTime) { (flushSucceeded) in
        if flushSucceeded {
            self.myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(sourceTime)
            audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) { /*...*/ }
        }
        else {
            // Flush and interrupt playback
        }
    }
}
// FlushFromSourceTime - AVSampleBufferAudioRenderer

func performFlush(fromSourceTime sourceTime: CMTime) {

    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    // App-specific logic to ensure no more media data is enqueued

    audioRenderer.flush(fromSourceTime: sourceTime) { (flushSucceeded) in
        if flushSucceeded {
            self.myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(sourceTime)
            audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) {
                /*...*/
            }
        } else {
            // Flush and interrupt playback
        }
    }
}
func performFlush(fromSourceTime sourceTime: CMTime) {
    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    // App-specific logic to ensure no more media data is enqueued
    audioRenderer.flush(fromSourceTime: sourceTime) { (flushSucceeded) in
        if flushSucceeded {
            self.myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(sourceTime)
            audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) { /*...*/ }
        }
        else {
            // Flush and interrupt playback
        }
    }
}
func performFlush(fromSourceTime sourceTime: CMTime) {

    audioRenderer.stopRequestingMediaData()

    // App-specific logic to ensure no more media data is enqueued

    audioRenderer.flush(fromSourceTime: sourceTime) { (flushSucceeded) in
        if flushSucceeded {
            self.myPrepareSampleGenerationForMediaTime(sourceTime)
            audioRenderer.requestMediaDataWhenReady(on: mySerializationQueue) { /*...*/ }
        }
    }
    else {
        // Flush and interrupt playback
    }
}
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<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APIs and enhanced buffering</td>
<td>Beta 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Upcoming Beta</td>
</tr>
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<td>Available to users</td>
<td>Customer Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Long-form audio applications can enable AirPlay 2 with a few steps

AirPlay 2 adoption can begin today
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